Abstract Approximately 40 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are associated with prostate cancer (PCa) risk have been identified through genome-wide association studies (GWAS). However, these GWASidentified PCa risk-associated SNPs can explain only a small proportion of heritability (*13%) of PCa risk. Gene-gene interaction is speculated to be one of the major factors contributing to the so-called missing heritability. To evaluate the gene-gene interaction and PCa risk, we performed a two-stage genome-wide gene-gene interaction scan using a novel statistical approach named ''Boolean Operation-based Screening and Testing''. In the first stage, we exhaustively evaluated all pairs of SNP-SNP interactions for *500,000 SNPs in 1,176 PCa cases and 1,101 control subjects from the National Cancer Institute Cancer Genetic Markers of Susceptibility (CGEMS) study. No SNP-SNP interaction reached a genome-wide significant level of 4.4E-13. The second stage of the study involved evaluation of the top 1,325 pairs of SNP-SNP interactions (P interaction \1.0E-08) implicated in CGEMS in another GWAS population of 1,964 PCa cases from the Johns Hopkins Hospital (JHH) and 3,172 control subjects from the Illumina iControl database. Sixteen pairs of SNP-SNP interactions were significant in the JHH population at a P interaction cutoff of 0.01. However, none of the 16 pairs of SNP-SNP interactions were significant after adjusting for multiple tests. The current study represents one of the first attempts to explore the high-dimensional etiology of PCa on a genome-wide scale. Our results suggested a list of SNP-SNP interactions that can be followed in other replication studies.
Introduction
Prostate cancer (PCa) ranks top in incidence of cancers affecting men in western countries. Among the components S. Tao and J. Feng contributed equally.
Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00439-012-1148-4) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. that contribute to PCa etiology, genetic factor is a major risk factor, with a heritability estimate of 42% (Lichtenstein et al. 2000) . Genome-wide association study (GWAS) is a powerful approach to identify genetic loci that are associated with diseases or QTL traits. Until now, approximately forty PCa risk-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been identified using GWAS approaches in European populations (Amundadottir et al. 2006; Duggan et al. 2007; Eeles et al. 2008 Eeles et al. , 2009 Gudmundsson et al. 2007 Gudmundsson et al. , 2008 Gudmundsson et al. , 2009 Halldorsson et al. 2007; Hsu et al. 2009; Kote-Jarai et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2008 Sun et al. , 2009 Thomas et al. 2008; Yeager et al. 2007 Yeager et al. , 2009 Zheng et al. 2009) .
Although this essential single-gene approach is successful in identifying the genetic loci that are individually associated with PCa risk, only a small percentage of heritability can be explained, with an estimate of *13% of heritability accounted for by combining *30 GWASidentified PCa risk-associated SNPs . One major factor that may contribute to the so-called missing heritability is the joint genetic effect, or epistasis (Manolio et al. 2009 ). Epitasis is generally defined as the interaction among genetic variants of multiple genes (or loci). In fact, gene-gene interaction has been the interest of investigation in the genetic field for a long time (Phillips 2008) . Genegene interaction is considered to play an important roles in the pathogenesis of many complex diseases, including diabetes, obesity, hypertension, asthma, and cancer (Cordell 2009 ). However, very few studies have performed assessment on gene-gene interaction on a genome-wide scale. One of the largest difficulties preventing from the genome-wide search for gene-gene interactions was the computation burden. An exhaustive search for pair-wise interactions for 500,000 SNPs for thousands of samples will take 1.25 9 10 11 statistical tests. Several methods have been developed recently to tackle this challenging task, including PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007) , MDR (Ritchie et al. 2001) , Random Jungle (Schwarz et al. 2010) , RuningReliefFm (Moore 2007) , BEAM (Zhang and Liu 2007) , and BOOST (Wan et al. 2010) .
Among these methods, BOOST, which stands for ''Boolean Operation-based Screening and Testing'', has been reported to be the fastest approach to exhaustively search for the gene-gene interaction in the genome-wide data. Evaluation of gene-gene interaction in GWAS dataset based on the other methods suffers either from a relative low power by requiring a pre-screening stage (Cordell 2009; Marchini et al. 2005; Ritchie et al. 2001) , or from a relatively slow speed and thus requiring a parallel computation system (Cordell 2009; Ma et al. 2009 ). In contrast, BOOST uses Boolean values to represent genotype data, which greatly facilitates the calculation of the contingency tables based on fast logic operations, and thus dramatically improves the CPU efficiency and computation speed.
In the current study, we performed a two-stage genomewide gene-gene interaction scan using the BOOST approach. In the first stage, we evaluated all pairs of SNP-SNP interaction for *500,000 SNP in 1,176 PCa cases and 1,101 control subjects in the National Cancer Institute Cancer Genetic Markers of Susceptibility (CGEMS) study. The second stage of study involved evaluation of the top SNP-SNP interactions (P \1e1E-08) in another GWAS population of 1,964 PCa cases from the Johns Hopkins Hospital (JHH) and 3,172 control subjects from the Illumina iControlDB (iControl) database.
Materials and methods

Study populations
The first population was obtained from Stage 1 of the CGEMS study. It included 1,176 PCa cases and 1,101 control subjects, selected from the Prostate, Lung, Colon and Ovarian (PLCO) Cancer Screening Trial (Thomas et al. 2008; Yeager et al. 2009 ). The genotype and phenotype data of the study are publicly available and our use of the data was approved by CGEMS.
The second population was from a JHH PCa GWAS which included 1,964 PCa cases and 3,172 control subjects. The cases are Caucasian PCa patients who underwent radical prostatectomy for the treatment of PCa at JHH from 1 January 1999, through 31 December 2008 . The clinical characteristics of these patients are presented in the Supplementary Table 1. The control subjects for this population were an independent group of Caucasian individuals from the iControls dataset (https://www.illumina.com/ science/icontrodb.ilmn). No demographic information on the iControls was available and both men and women were included in the iControls. The iControl subjects were matched to the cases by ancestry based on the principal component (PC) analysis, implemented by EIGENSOFT software (Price et al. 2006) . Subjects excluded from the analysis were the outliers with deviation of six standard errors in the PC analysis (Price et al. 2006) .
Genotype data, imputation, and quality control GWAS of the CGEMS population was performed using HumanHap300 and HumanHap240 assays from Illumina Corp. GWAS of the JHH case population was performed using the Illumina 610K chip (24). GWAS of the iControls population was performed using Illumina Hap300 and Hap550 Chips. For SNP-SNP interactions that were significant at a P interaction cutoff of 1.0E-08 in the CGEMS population, we further performed the in silico replication in the JHH GWAS population.
To maximize the number of SNPs that were available for analysis in the JHH population, we imputed all the known SNPs that are cataloged in HapMap Phase II (www.hapmap.org) using the IMPUTE computer program (Marchini et al. 2007) . A posterior probability of 0.90 was used as a threshold to call genotypes.
Individuals with a call rate below 0.95 were removed from GWAS analysis. The following quality control criteria were used to filter SNPs: MAF \ 0.01, HWE \ 0.001 and call rate \ 0.95.
Statistical analysis
We implemented the BOOST approach to identify genegene interaction on the genome-wide scale (Wan et al. 2010) . BOOST utilizes log-linear model to evaluate a twolocus interaction, which is much faster than the logistic model since it does not require iteration. It has been shown that using log-linear model is equivalent with the logistic model (Agresti 2002) . Since there are three genotypes for each SNP, a 3 9 3 9 2 contingency table was constructed to test the interaction effect of SNP pair (X P , X Q ). The loglinear models for the homogeneous association model (M H ) with main effect terms and the saturated model (M S ) with an interaction term are as following:
where l ijk is the mean of the cell count of the contingency table corresponding to SNP Xp and Xq and disease status Y, k is the overall mean of the natural log of the expected frequencies, and ks are the corresponding effects which SNPs and disease status have on the cell frequencies. Here, k
measures the gene-gene interaction and is the term of interest, if we use L H and L S to denote the log-likelihood of M H and M S . The significance of interaction term is tested by the difference of the maximum likelihood estimations:
A two-stage approach was then implemented to improve the computation efficiency while keeping the interactions in check. In the screening stage, BOOST transformed the genotype data into Boolean values and stored it to a contingency table. The difference of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of these two models was used to test interaction significance of a SNP pair. To overcome the computation difficulty that there is no close form estimate of MLE, BOOST approximates the likelihood ratio statistics L for the homogeneous association model using Kirkwood superposition approximation (KSA). As L S -L KSA is an upper bound of L S -L H , this method filters out most non-significant interactions and also guarantees survival of significant ones. A SNP pair would be removed from consideration, if the difference of MLE between these two models [2(L S -L KSA )] is less than a specified threshold t. In our analysis, we set t to be 43 for CGEMS and 9.49 for the confirmation population (JHH), respectively. This values correspond to an unadjusted P interaction of 1E-08, and a P interaction of 0.05, respectively. In the testing stage, likelihood ratio test statistics 2(L S -L H ) was used to test the interaction of remaining SNP pairs. The test statistic is evaluated by a v 2 test with four degrees of freedom. The P interaction can be further adjusted by Bonferroni correction, if needed. Ancestral proportions obtained based on EIGENSOFT software (Price et al. 2006) were included as covariates to minimize the impact of potential population stratification in the JHH population. No age adjustment was performed due to the incomplete information in the iControls.
Results
After applying the quality control (QC) criteria, 509,916 SNPs remained in the analysis in the CGEMS GWAS population. A total of 1,325 pairs of SNP-SNP interactions reached a P interaction cutoff of 1.0E-08 (Supplementary Figure 1) . None of the SNP pairs reached a genome-wide significant level of 4.4E-13, considering 1.25 9 10 11 statistical tests. Specifically, 17 pairs of SNP-SNP interaction were found to be significant at a P interaction cutoff of 1.0E-10, and 131 pairs were significant at a P interaction cutoff of 1.0E-09. The most significant hit was observed between rs1178517 located on CNTN4 gene at chromosome 3 and rs1355096 located on FAM173B gene at chromosome 5, with a P interaction of 2.3E-11.
We then examined the interaction effects for the top list of SNP-SNP interactions in another independent GWAS population of JHH. Among the 1,325 pairs of SNP-SNP interactions that were significant at a P interaction of 1.0E-08 in CGEMS, 96 pairs of SNP-SNP interactions were significant at a nominal P interaction of 0.05 in JHH (Supplementary Table 2 ). Sixteen pairs of SNP-SNP interactions were significant at a more stringent P interaction cutoff of 0.01 (Table 1) . However, no SNP pairs reached a Bonferroni corrected P interaction of 3.8E-05 in JHH population (0.05/ 1,325).
Among the 16 SNP-SNP interactions that reached the significance level at P interaction \1.0E-08 for the CGEMS population and P interaction \0.01 for the JHH population, three were found between SNPs that are both located within the intragenic regions, seven between an intragenic SNP and an intergenic SNP, and six between SNPs both located in intergenic regions. Two interactions deserved to be emphasized because they involve two cancer-related genes. One interaction (P interaction = 5.3E-09 for CGEMS and 1.9E-03 for JHH) was between rs7514217 (within the intron of PDPN at 1p36) and rs7934426 (intergenic, at 11p12). The second interaction was between rs11980379, located within the 3 0 UTR of IKZF1 at 7p12.2, rs4314028 at 2p16.3 (P interaction = 5.6E-09 and 3.4E-03, respectively (Table 1) .
We then carefully examined the two-locus interaction pattern of the above two SNP pairs in CGEMS and JHH populations. Figure 1a showed the odds ratios for the 9 combinations of the genotypes of rs7514217 and rs7934426. Men who carried ''GG/GG'' double homozygotes for both SNPs had a significantly decreased risk of developing PCa (OR = 0.56, 95% CI 0.34-0.91; P = 0.02) in CGEMS compared with men who carried homozygous ''A'' allele (major allele) for both rs7514217 and rs7934436 (reference group) (Fig. 1a) . A similar pattern of interaction was observed in JHH population. Particularly, men who carry GG/GG genotypes also had a decreased risk of developing PCa (OR = 0.51, 95% CI 0.36-0.74; P = 4.0E-04, Fig. 1b ) compared with men who carried homozygous ''A'' allele (major allele) for both of the SNPs. Figure 2a and b showed the interaction pattern between rs11980379 and rs4314028 in CGEMS and JHH, respectively. Men who carried the ''TC/CC'' genotype for rs11980379 and rs4314028 had a marginal significantly increased risk for PCa (OR = 1.86, 95% CI 0.98-3.64; P = 0.05) in CGEMS, compared with men with homozygous ''T'' allele (major allele) (Fig. 2a) . Similar in JHH, men who carry the ''TC/CC'' genotype combination also had a significantly increased risk for PCa (OR = 1.83, 95% CI 1.24-2.72; P = 2.1E-03) (Fig. 2b) . However, the interaction pattern was not consistent with a dominant model since ''TC/CC'' genotype for rs11980379 and rs4314028 showed an increase in risk, while the ''CC/CC'' genotype shows a reduced risk (both compared to ''TT/ TT'') ( Fig. 2b) .
Discussion
In this current study, we performed a two-stage genomewide search for gene-gene interactions that were associated with PCa risk. It represents one of the first attempts to exhaustively evaluate all possible pairs of SNP-SNP interactions associated with PCa risk on a genome-wide scale. We identified 1,325 pairs of SNP-SNP interactions with a P interaction cutoff of 1.0E-08 in the discover population of CGEMS. Among the 1,325 pairs of interactions, 16 pairs of interactions were also significant in an independent population from JHH, with a P interaction cutoff of 0.01. Interestingly, the SNP-SNP interactions revealed by our study involved loci with no evidence of main effect or weak marginal effect. Previous studies also showed that all the SNPs that were implicated in the top hits of interactions in Type 1 Diabetes and Type 2 Diabetes displayed weak main effects (Bell et al. 2011; Wan et al. 2010) . Culverhouse et al. (2002) also reported large interaction effects in the complete absence of marginal effect. Thus these findings, combined with ours, highlight the need for exhaustive search when evaluating epistasis in a genome-wide scale. To reduce the computation burden, many methods have been developed with pre-screening algorithms built in (Cordell 2009; Marchini et al. 2005; Ritchie et al. 2001) . However, most of the pre-screening algorithms are based on evaluating the marginal effects of single-locus. The SNPs with weak or no marginal effects and with significant Fig. 1 Interaction between rs7514217 and rs7934426 in CGEMS (a) and JHH (b). X axis represent the genotype for rs7514217, Y axis represent the genotype for rs7934426, the Z axis showed the odds ratio of the SNP pair (rs7514217 and rs7934426). Odds ratios are estimated relative to the baseline AA/AA double homozygote interaction effects will be screened out based on such algorithms. In contrast, BOOST was able to evaluate all pair-wise interactions on the genome-wide scale with a relatively fast speed, which allows for exhaustive search of interaction effects across the entire genome.
Interaction, or epistasis, has been defined in multiple ways. In a recently review, Phillips (2008) highlights three major forms of epistasis: functional epistasis is a functional definition that describes the molecular interactions; compositional epistasis describes the phenomena of blocking of one allelic effect by another allele at a different locus (Bateson and Mendel 1909) ; statistical interaction refers as the presence of non-additive statistical deviation of two loci on the phenotype (Fisher 1918) . Statistical interaction, as detected by BOOST, provides an approximation of measurement to reflect the biological implication that one locus's effect on the phenotype depends on another locus (Phillips 2008) . Although the extent to which statistical interaction relates to biological or functional interaction remains in extensive debate, the statistical interaction may still provide valuable insights on the potential biological interaction.
Specifically, we want to emphasize on two pairs of interactions implicated in our study, because they involve two cancer-related genes. One interaction was between rs7514217 (within the intron of PDPN at 1p36) and rs7934426 (intergenic, at 11p12). PDPN encodes a mucintype transmembrane glycoprotein (podoplanin) that reportedly performs diverse functions including regulating actin cytoskeleton organization and cell migration (Navarro et al. 2011; Wicki et al. 2006) , inducing platelet aggregation (Kaneko et al. 2004) , and modulating lymphatic vasculature formation (Schacht et al. 2003) . The crucial role of PDPN in tumorigenesis is indicated by the observations that PDPN is frequently overexpressed in various human cancer types (Martin-Villar et al. 2005; Mishima et al. 2006; Rahadiani et al. 2010; Schacht et al. 2005) , and that podoplanin facilitates tumor cell migration and invasion (Wicki and Christofori 2007) and promotes lymphangiogenesis and lymph node metastasis (Raica et al. 2008 ). Expression of PDPN was also reported in prostatic tumors (Kanner et al. 2010) , suggesting a role in PCa as well. The second pair of interaction was between rs11980379, located within the 3 0 UTR of IKZF1 at 7p12.2, and rs4314028, located on an intergenic region at 2p16.3. IKZF1 encodes a Ikaros family zinc finger transcription factor that normally directs hematopoietic lineage commitment and pituitary neuroendocrine cell expansion by regulating differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis of these cell lineages (Ezzat et al. 2006; Georgopoulos et al. 1994) . IKZF1 is considered a hematological and pituitary tumor suppressor, such that abnormalities in its splicing have been associated with leukemias (Sun et al. 1999 ) and pituitary tumors (Ezzat et al. 2003) . Recently, expression of IKZF1 was also found in a variety of other human tissues including prostate and was associated with prognosis of breast, lung, ovarian and skin cancers , suggesting a potentially important role of IKZF1 in other cancer types such as PCa. However, given the ''gene desert'' localizations of the partner SNPs that interact with these PDPN/IKZF1-harbored SNPs, it is hard to make biological inferences as what molecular mechanisms might account for these two interactions. Nonetheless, as revealed by the ongoing ENCODE project and several genome-wide cistrome studies on important transcription factors such as Forkhead box A1 (FOXA1) ), androgen receptor (AR) ) and estrogen receptor (ER) (Carroll et al. 2006) , the DNA sequences whereby certain functionally critical transcription factors bind and regulate Fig. 2 Interaction between rs11980379 and rs4314028 in CGEMS (a) and JHH (b). X axis represent the genotype for rs11980379, Y axis represent the genotype for rs4314028 and the Z axis showed the odds ratio of the SNP pair (rs11980379 and rs4314028). Odds ratios are estimated relative to the baseline AA/AA double homozygote expression of their target genes are extensively localized throughout the genome, which sometimes are several hundred kbps away from their target genes and may reside in intergenic regions (enhancers or suppressors). Thus, it is possible that these intergenic SNPs, or those in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with them, may lie within the DNA sequences containing enhancer or suppressor activities that distantly regulate one or several target genes. These genes may collaborate with PDPN/IKZF1 in a common signaling network that combinatorially determines the well-being of prostatic epithelial cells. A certain combination of genetic variants in these interacting intergenic and intragenic loci, though insufficient by themselves alone, may cause the synthetic deficiency of the crucial signaling network and result in explicitly increased risk for PCa. This enhancer/ suppressor-involved mechanism may potentially provide explanations for the remaining interactions as well, especially for the six interactions which involve two intergenic SNPs. However, it should be pointed out these contemplations are largely speculative and may require in-depth mechanistic and functional studies to prove.
Our results need to be interpreted with caution. First, in this study we performed a total of 1.25 9 10 11 statistical tests, in which a P interaction B4.4E-13 would be corresponding to a genome-wide significant level (0.05/1.25 9 10 11 ). However, simply applying a Bonferroni correction here is very conservative, considering the LD structure existing among SNPs. The number of dependent tests exponentially increases when evaluating pair-wise genegene interactions. For example, the *500,000 SNPs assessed in our GWAS analysis could be collapsed into *50,000 independent LD clusters using a r 2 criteria of 0.2 using the clumping function of PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007) . In this case, we roughly estimated the number of independent interaction tests to be 1.9 9 10 9 (50,000 9 49,999/2 = 1.2 9 10 9 ). Then, a P interaction cutoff of 4.2E-11 would be used to claim a genome-wide significance level. One pair of interaction could be claimed to exceed a genome-wide significance level (P interaction = 2.3E-11, between rs1178517 and rs1355096). However, this SNP pair was not replicated in the JHH study (P interaction [ 0.05), which demonstrated the challenge of selecting an appropriate threshold to claim a statistically conclusive finding. Second, another potential factor which may prevent interaction pairs from reaching the genome-wide significance level was the limited sample size in the GWAS discovery population. Specifically, with *1,200 cases and *1,200 controls, we have limited power to detect interactions with small to modest interaction effects (OR \ 2.0) at a P interaction level of either 4.4E-13 or 4.2E-11. Third, we chose to use a relatively stringent P value cutoff of 1E-08 to select SNP pairs to be followed in the 2nd stage. We understand that using a stringent cutoff and with a small sample size in the GWAS stage lowers the power to detect true interactions with modest effects, which comes with the price that any true interaction that did not make this stringent cutoff can no longer be identified in this study. A more detailed power calculation can be found in the Supplementary Table 2 , assuming a P value cutoff of 1E-08, a range of ORs and minor allele frequencies (MAFs). Using a less stringent P value cutoff, i.e., 1E-07, slightly increases the power for the first stage. However, it also significantly increases the number of SNPs pairs that need to be evaluated in the 2nd stage, which decreases the power for the 2nd stage. Therefore, the use of 1E-08 as a cutoff to select SNP pairs to be followed was to balance the power of stage 1 and stage 2. Third, the inclusion of over 60% of women as controls in the iControl populations may lead to potential bias when studying a male disease. However, the concern is minimal, since we limited the controls to male only when analyzing SNPs on X chromosome. Also, as shown in our previous finding, we have used the same iControl population as controls to successfully discover a novel PCa risk loci. (Feng et al. 2011) .
Additionally, we calculated the potential power gain if all existing PCa GWAS would be available. So far, a total of four PCa GWAS have been reported for Caucasians. Those four studies include one study conducted in Iceland with 1,453 cases and 3,064 controls , one study conducted in UK with 1,854 cases and 1,894 controls (Eeles et al. 2009 ), two studies conducted in US, including the CGEMS's study with 1,176 cases and 1,101 controls (Yeager et al. 2009 ), and our JHH study with 1,964 cases and 3,172 controls. With a total of 6,447 cases and 9,231 controls, we would have 80% power to detect an interaction OR of 1.4 at a P interaction level of either 4.4E-13 or 4.2E-011, assuming a MAF of 0.3 for both SNPs. Therefore, future studies with larger samples are needed to detect modest interaction effects that are significant at a genome-wide level.
In summary, although the SNP-SNP interactions implicated in this study did not reach a genome-wide significant level, we hope the publication of the list will encourage more replication studies. More importantly, it represents one of the first application studies which implemented a novel statistical method of BOOST to detect interactions on a genome-wide scale. The pairs of SNP-SNP interactions suggested in our study represent the first step towards obtaining further biological insight into the high-dimensional etiology of PCa. Additional studies are needed to further evaluate the interactions suggested in this current study.
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